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1. Introduction
A Supercritical CO2 (S-CO2) power cycle is
considered as the promising power cycle. The main
advantages of an S-CO2 power cycle are as follows [1].
1)
2)
3)
4)

High efficiency at relatively low temperature
Compact components
Simple configuration
Applicability to various heat sources

Thus, if the intermediate heat exchanger (IHX) fails, CO2
can leak to the primary side. From system behavior to
local chemical reactions, many things are dependent on
the interaction between S-CO2 and the reactor coolant.
Thus, for safety analysis and design of safety features,
there are many studies for analyzing the interaction from
a safety point of view. However, most studies are for
Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor (SFR) and there is limited
research on Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR)
conditions [2]. In this paper, the experimental and
numerical methods for simulating and analyzing the case
of PWR are introduced.
2. Experimental Study
In this section, the experimental facility for simulating
the phenomenon is introduced briefly because design
specification was introduced in the previous work [3].
The experiment conditions and results are also presented.
2.1 Description of experimental facility

Fig. 1. Thermal efficiencies of power conversion systems and
applications [1].

In nuclear engineering, S-CO2 cooled direct cycle and
indirect cycle are both being studied for the next
generation reactor types and Small Modular Reactor
(SMR). For the case of indirect cycle, various reactor
types are considered as a heat source to be combined with
an S-CO2 power cycle. However, the reactors have
operating pressure lower than the operating pressure of
an S-CO2 power cycle.

As shown in Fig. 3, the facility consists of two tanks
and the connection pipe with a nozzle. The content of the
experiment is that CO2 flows from a high-pressure tank
(CO2, Left tank) to a low-pressure tank (Water, Right
tank) through a nozzle. The tap water in the low-pressure
tank is pressurized with nitrogen gas. Pressure and
temperature of each position are measured for every
second. For measurements, eleven resistance
temperature detectors and six pressure gauges are
installed on the facility as shown in Fig. 4. Leaked CO2
is dissolved into the water and non-dissolved CO2 is
accumulated at the top of the tank. The details are shown
in Table I.

Fig. 3. Schematic of leakage process.
Fig. 2. Operation condition of various reactor type [2].
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Valve type

12

Ball valve

2.2 Experimental conditions
In this paper, two experiment cases are presented. Case
1 is that CO2 flows through the pipe connecting the tanks
in the middle. The nozzle diameter is 1.5mm. Case 2 is
that CO2 flows through the pipe connecting the tanks
from the bottom. The reason for comparing the two cases
is to see the effect of CO2 residence time in pressurized
water. Table II shows the initial conditions of the tests
before opening of the valve.
Table II: Initial conditions of the tests.
Case 1

Parameter

High pressure
tank

Low pressure
tank

Pressure (MPa)

10.066 ± 0.003

Temperature (℃)

76.7 ± 0.3

Pressure (MPa)

1.4413 ± 0.0004

Temperature (℃)

90.0 ± 0.3

Mass of N2 (kg)

0.115 ± 0.005

Mass of water (kg)

38.439 ± 0.408

Case 2

Parameter

High pressure
tank
Fig. 4. Schematic (Top) and Photograph (Bottom) of the
experimental facility.
Table I: Design specifications of the experimental facility.
Design parameter
High/Low
pressure tank

Pipe connecting
two pressure
tanks

High pressure
tank heater
(jacket-type)

Pressure (MPa)

22

Temperature (℃)

150

Volume (L)

47 (I.D : 200
mm, H : 1600
mm)

Internal diameter
(mm)

57

Length (mm)

1090

Electric capacity
(kW)

5

Low pressure
tank

Pressure (MPa)

9.981 ± 0.003

Temperature (℃)

75.0 ± 0.3

Pressure (MPa)

1.4163 ± 0.0004

Temperature (℃)

83.5 ± 0.3

Mass of N2 (kg)

0.133 ± 0.005

Mass of water (kg)

37.668 ± 0.411

2.3 Experimental results
In this experiment, dissolved mass of CO2 in the water
system is an object to be identified. Dissolved mass can
be calculated with assumptions that N2 dissolution is
neglected, the dissolved CO2 reaches thermal
equilibrium with water and the system pressure is equal
to stagnant.
𝑀𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑀𝑁2 𝑀𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜2 𝑀𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑐𝑜2
+
+
+
= 𝑉𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘 (1)
𝜌𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝜌𝑁2
𝜌𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝜌𝑐𝑜2
𝑀𝑖 ∶ 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖
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𝜌𝑖 ∶ 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖
𝑉𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘 ∶ 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒

authors consider the bubble size as a dominant parameter
for the dissolution process.

Apparent molar volume of CO2 is calculated using the
model proposed by Hu, Q. et al (up to 573.15 K, 120MPa)
[4]. To evaluate and compare how much CO2 is dissolved,
Duan and Sun solubility predictive model (273-533 K, 02000 bar) is used [5]. The mass flow rate of leakage can
be calculated using the measured pressure and
temperature data of the high pressure tank.
𝑚̇ =

𝑉𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘 (𝜌𝑡+∆𝑡 − 𝜌𝑡 )
∆𝑡

(2)

𝑚̇ ∶ 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑂2
∆𝑡 ∶ 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙
Fig. 5 shows dissolved CO2 mass, non-dissolved CO2
mass with uncertainty band and fully soluble CO2 mass
according to solubility model for cases 1 and 2.

3.1 Numerical model
When CO2 is injected into water, the CO2 jet collapses
into fine bubbles. Thus, the authors used the numerical
model for calculation of CO2 dissolution and estimating
the bubble size based on mass transfer from a single
bubble rising in stagnant water. The up-wind scheme is
used and discretized axial length (dz) is set to 0.005m.
𝑑𝑀
𝐾𝐴(𝐶𝑠 − 𝐶)
=−
𝑑𝑧
𝑈

(3)

𝑀 ∶ 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑂2 𝑏𝑢𝑏𝑏𝑙𝑒
𝑧 ∶ 𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
𝐾 ∶ 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝐴 ∶ 𝑏𝑢𝑏𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
𝐶𝑠 ∶ 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑢𝑚 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝐶 ∶ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑈 ∶ 𝑏𝑢𝑏𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
In this calculation, the bubble rising velocity is assumed
to be the terminal velocity of the bubble because the time
of accelerating from zero to the terminal velocity is short
enough [8]. Terminal velocity and mass transfer
coefficient are calculated using models proposed by
Tomiyama [9], Higbie [10] and Calderbank [11].
3.2 Numerical results
The below figures show that how much bubble
dissolves into the water while rising. Fig. 6 shows the
calculated results using the model and experimental data
for code validation [12]. The height is the axial length
that the bubble moves upward. The authors performed
preliminary calculations to see some trends under the
condition (373.15K, 20MPa). Fig. 7 shows the trends of
mass transfer efficiency as a function of bubble size. Fig.
8 shows variation of bubble size as a function of partial
pressure related to equilibrium concentration.

Fig. 5. Dissolved CO2 mass (Case 1 (Top), Case 2 (Bottom))

3. Numerical Study
In this section, a numerical model is introduced. The
numerical model is used for analyzing the experimental
results and to help modeling the dissolution process
model for safety analysis code. The authors estimate the
bubble size first by following the reference [7]. The

Fig. 6. Variation of bubble diameter
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estimating the bubble size. It is challenging to consider
the geometry effect such as interaction between wall and
jet. Flow rate of CO2 can be considered as a factor and
can be studied further with more experiments.
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Fig. 7. Mass transfer efficiency as a function of bubble size

Fig. 8. Bubble diameter as a function of partial pressure
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the S-CO2 power system are introduced in this paper.
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phenomenon of supercritical CO2 leaking into high
pressure water. Using the measured pressure and
temperature data, the dissolved mass of CO2 is calculated.
The numerical method is based on the mass transfer
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according to the bubble size. The bubble size is thought
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used as a model for safety analysis code later.
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